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Abstract. In store scene classification, the variability

and versatility lie in abnormal picture shooting angles,

diverse text fonts, weak text context connection and

samples lacking; hence, to tackle these problems, we

propose a multi-stage model based on neural network

architecture, which mainly features text information.

This network combines three sub-modules—text de-

tection, text recognition and semantic classification.

First, a text detection and recognition module based

on DBNet and CRNN is designed with a text orienta-

tion classifier. Meanwhile, augmented datasets are en-

larged to improve the quality of text extraction from

images. Then, the derived text acts as input to the

Ernie text recognition transfer model. Finally, the

store scene classification label is derived. Of note, our

model is tested on the DC platform dataset, and the ex-

periment shows that the proposed method extracts the

features of store scene images well and classifies them

effectively according to the derived context. Com-

pared with current algorithms, our method prompts

both classification robustness and generalization abil-

ity of the trained model.

Keywords: image recognition, text detection, text recog-

nition, DBNet, CRNN, NLP, Ernie

1. Introduction

In the automatic classification task of store scenes, the

key feature that conveys semantic meanings is the context

within pictures. Detecting and recognizing text in the wild

remains largely challenged due to its diversity patterns in

sizes, light, font styles, and shapes. Thanks to the explod-

ing of deep neural networks, abundant progress has been

made in detection and recognition.

The text,as the state-of-the-art research did so far, is not

alike other modalities such as image and sound where fea-

ture representation of can be easily derived via stochastic

neural network method. For text semantic recognition, a

dictionary needs to be organized first for Word frequency

counting; then by referring to the external vocabulary, we

train the network for store scene classification in a typ-

ical natural language processing manner. The methods

above all highly rely on the quality of datasets, it is rec-

ommended to perform fine-tuning on a pre-trained model

trained from groups of public datasets, in this way we suc-

cessfully transfer and target our task of store scene recog-

nition.

2. Related Work

Text spotting metrics are developed from spotting regu-

lar scene text to spotting arbitrarily-shaped scene text. Lee

et al.[1] proposed an end-to-end text recognition model

which only detects horizontal text and requires relatively

complex training procedures. To tackle the problem of

multi-orientated text, Sun et al.[2] generated text propos-

als in quadrangles, and encoded the aligned RoI features

into context information with a recurrent neural network

to generate the text sequences, however, it may suffer

from background noises.

Lyu et al.[3] proposed to detect and recognize text of ar-

bitrary shapes by segmenting the text regions and charac-

ter regions. However, this method is costly for character-

level annotations. Feng et al.[4] used a text detector to de-

scribe the shape of text with a series of quadrangles, and

a feature operator to extract and rectify arbitrary shapes

of text from feature maps. PGNet[5], proposed and op-

timized by Paddle, is a light text recognizer of arbitrary

style form. PGNet predicts the text locations in fine-scale

and explores rich information through images straightly.

Nevertheless, These methods are all RoI-based methods

and may involve NMS, RoI cropping, and pooling opera-

tions, which is time-consuming and may reduce the per-

formance.

Semantic recognition aims to determine the correct re-

lation between two entities between the given sentences.

Pei Zhili et al.[6] introduced convolutional neural net-

work methods employed in text classification, however,

the multi-layer network could cause the problem of gradi-

ent disappearing. Vu et al.[7] demonstrated that CNN and

RNN provide complementary information-while RNN

computes a weighted combination of all words in the sen-

tence, CNN extracts the most informative n grams for the

relation and only considers their resulting activation.

For pre-trained language models, Mikolov et al.[8] pro-

posed the feature-based approaches focusing on the com-

positionality of text representation. Dai et al.[9] pro-

claimed the result that it is possible to use unlabeled data
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from related tasks to improve the generalization of a sub-

sequent supervised model.

Different from all these methods, our metric di-

vides scene recognition into three modules-text detection,

text recognition and semantic recognition, with DBNet,

CRNN, ERNIE structure respectively applied in those

models to achieve better or competitive performance than

end-to-end performance, as experiment shows in Section

4.

3. Network Architecture

Store recognition towards complicated street scenes

exhibits variable fonts in texts, sequence characteristics

in contexts, and abstract brand semantic information.

These challenges are compounded by how to extract ef-

fective features from store images, then convert them into

interpretable context information. To employ an end-

to-end model or multi-stage model (text detection-text

recognition-semantic recognition), it is a tradeoff between

lightweight structure and interpretability of the model.

According to the information black-box in a store

recognition task, it is difficult to directly train an end-

to-end model for matching and classifying stores to their

real categories, only relying on the information of images.

Therefore, we propose a hybrid network based on the idea

of ”divide and conquer” to better interpret the store recog-

nition task, which is followed by several subsequent steps:

distinguishing text lines from the background by the de-

tector and then extracting features in the text proposed by

the decoder for further recognition. Experimental results

have shown that the learning performance of our multi-

stage hybrid network is much more powerful than that

of previous end-to-ends, and each sub-module has strong

interpretability. Furthermore, if back optimization is re-

quired to refine the trained model, it is easier to realize in

a multi-stage structure.

3.1. Multi-Stage Model

The multi-stage model proposes that the task of text in-

formation extraction is divided into two sub-tasks: text

detection and text recognition, that is, first detect the text

proposal, and then extract the information of the text pro-

posal for text recognition.

A typical target detection network is composed of a

transformer, a backbone, a neck, a head, and other mod-

ules. The transformer is mainly used in text box detection

tasks, which is responsible for pre-processing features.

For instance, in a text scene with bending deformation,

we use TPS (thin-plate splines) interpolation algorithm to

separate control points, correct the text area into a rectan-

gle, and then recognize.

For backbone networks, we use the mainstream net-

work structures such as ResNet, MobileNet, and VGG,

which are popular in deep learning. We load its pre-

training parameters to fine-tune, to obtain good feature

extraction ability.

Table 1. DB vs. EAST.

Model Backbone Precision Recall

EAST ResNet34-vd 85.80% 86.71%

EAST MobileNetV3 79.42% 80.64%

DB ResNet34-vd 86.41% 78.72%

DB MobileNetV3 77.29% 73.08%

Head, that is, detector, is the module to obtain the net-

work output content, and also the last layer of the whole

network framework. It takes advantage of the features ex-

tracted before to predict labels for the classification re-

sults. Neck, located between the backbone and the head,

extracts information of different scales from different fea-

ture maps and fuses them. It makes full use of all the fea-

ture information extracted by the backbone, enabling the

network to detect objects of distinctive distances, scales,

and perspectives.

Based on the framework of PaddleOCR[10], we divide

the task of extracting image information in store recogni-

tion into three networks: text detector, text direction clas-

sifier, text recognizer, and train their models respectively.

All the modules above adopt the underlying architecture

of transformer-backbone neck-head.

3.2. Text Detection

The text detector is responsible for the box regression

of the input image and the prediction of the location coor-

dinates of the detection box. The DB[11] network, which

performs well in ICDAR2015 public dataset, is the prime

structure adopted in this stage. From the comparison in

Table 1, it can be concluded that the performance of DB

is slightly better than that of East.

DB is different from the previous network in dealing

with the threshold. Instead of calculating a fixed value,

DB exploits the deep network to learn the distribution of

a threshold graph, which is expert in separating the back-

ground from the foreground. However, such an operation

brings the problem that the gradient is non-differentiable

while training, so a differentiable binary function is con-

structed to approximate the threshold learning process.

Thus, a similar distribution is obtained, and the robust-

ness of the model to the threshold is greatly improved.

B̂i, j =
1

1− e−k(Pi, j −Ti, j)
. . . . . . . . (1)

Where B is the approximate binary graph, T is the adap-

tive threshold graph learned by the network, K is the am-

plification factor, often taking the empirical value 50.

3.3. Text Direction Classification

The text direction classifier is responsible for detecting

the reading order of the text. Considering that the rota-

tion direction of most text proposals in store recognition

is close horizontal and vertical, and in order to simplify
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Fig. 1. Architecture of DBNet[11], where “pred” consists of a 3×3 convolutional operator and two de-convolutional operators with

stride 2. The “1/2”, “1/4”, ... and “1/32” indicate the scale ratio compared to the input image.

the model and speed up the prediction, the output of the

direction classifier used in this model is divided into four

categories: 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦. Experiments show

that the detection of horizontal and vertical text already

meets most of the scene requirements.

3.4. Text Recognition

Scene text recognition aims at decoding the detected or

cropped image regions into character sequences. The text

recognizer is responsible for text extraction from images

line by line according to the text proposals that has been

annotated. Since text extraction involves the processing of

variable length sequence information, the cross-network

structure of CNN and RNN is usually employed for train-

ing. For Chinese context recognition, commonly used

strategies are CTC and Attention mechanism.

In terms of effectiveness, the recognition effect of CTC

in the general scene is better than that of Attention, be-

cause there are abundant common characters in the Chi-

nese dictionary, which is different from English grammar

based on letters, so if the training samples are insufficient,

it is difficult to mine the sequence relationship between

these characters, and the advantage of Attention model

cannot be reflected. Attention’s serial decoding structure

limits the prediction speed, while the CTC network struc-

ture is more efficient and has more advantages in predic-

tion speed.

For the text recognizer, we adopt the network

CRNN[12] based on CTC, and after comparing with net-

work Rosetta, it is found that the performance of CRNN

is slightly better than Rosetta, and the effect of using

ResNet34-vd as the backbone presents the best, as shown

in Table 2. CRNN is an effective and light-structured

model that handles variable length sequences, not limited

to any predefined dictionary. It is very practical for appli-

cation scenarios such as sequence recognition.

The architecture of CRNN consists of three modules,

including the convolution layer, circulation layer and con-

version layer; In the upper layer of convolution layer, the

RNN network is responsible for predicting each frame in-

formation of feature sequence; Although CRNN is com-

posed of different networks, it uses the same loss function

Table 2. Rosetta vs. CRNN.

Model Backbone Precision

Rosetta ResNet34-vd 80.90%

Rosetta MobileNetV3 78.05%

CRNN ResNet34-vd 82.76%

CRNN MobileNetV3 79.97%

for training, which greatly reduces the cost he complex-

ity of parameters tuning during training procedure. The

network structure of CRNN is shown in Figure 3.

3.5. Semantic Recognition

Semantic recognition, also known as text categoriza-

tion, is a classical problem in natural language pro-

cessing, which aims to assign labels or tags to textual

units such as sentences, queries, paragraphs, and docu-

ments[13]. The workflow of text classification includes

text pre-processing, text representation, feature extraction

and classifier training[14]. This paper focuses on the com-

bination of RNN and CNN. Considering that the given

dataset has small size, a pre-trained ERNIE model trained

on other open-source datasets is introduced, and particu-

larly, we use deep learning network structure for semantic

classification of Chinese text. ERNIE effectively main-

tains a better effect in recognizing text in a new scene,

indicating it is suitable for the requirements of store clas-

sification task.

3.5.1. CNN - Long Text Processing

The key process of CNN is to obtain the output sen-

tence embedding through the convolutional layer, the

maximum pooling layer and the nonlinear activation

layer, and then send it to the Softmax classifier. The deci-

sion of classification operated by CNN is directly related

to its kernel, where the sliding window incorporates the

impact of the text before and after a single word segment

and thus performs well on the classification task of long

texts.
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Fig. 2. Network architecture of CRNN[12]. The architec-

ture consists of three parts: 1) convolutional layers, which

extract a feature sequence from the input image; 2) recur-

rent layers, which predict a label distribution for each frame;

3) transcription layer, which translates the per-frame predic-

tions into the final label sequence.

3.5.2. RNN – Classification With Memory

Due to the lack of the ability to recover continuity in

CNN architecture, the gated neural network (GRU) and

Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) are intro-

duced to process context in a memorable way.

LSTM extends the memory of the network structure for

the previous text by introducing the structure of the ”For-

get Gate”. In LSTM, the essence of the tokens’ infor-

mation shall be ”memorized” sequentially and iteratively,

which is important for the classification, such as entity

names, verbs, etc. Compared with LSTM which employs

four gate structures, GRU simply lowers the calculation

cost through only one gate control. .

3.5.3. ERNIE - Pre-trained Transfer Model

ERNIE pre-trains model on both large text corpora

and knowledge graph. The pre-training inputs include

contextual-pair data based on conversation sentences col-

lected from websites based on the semantic knowledge

graph derived by Baidu’s lexical analysis technique ac-

cording to text content with different granularities such as

different words, phrases, and entities. Then the plaintext

is mapped to the label according to the dictionaries from

external database, and thus, the text content is encoded.

Next, we perform random mask operations to obtain train-

ing set data according to the segmentation boundary[15].

First, three different forms of masking operations are

performed on the original datasets for the word segmen-

tation part. These masking operations are articulated as

following to improve the masking mechanism (Fig.6).

Fig. 3. An example of masking.

Basic-level- randomly selects a word in the text. Phrase

level- mask some words in the text and then let the model

predicts these words. Entity-level- mask entities including

the name of a person, organization and product.[16].

As shown in Figure 4, the ERNIE model architecture is

composed of two modules:

The low-level T-encoder is responsible for capturing

lexical and semantic information from the input tags.The

high-level K-Encoder is responsible for integrating the

external token-oriented knowledge information into the

lower-level text information. N represents the number of

layers of the T-Encoder, and M indicates the number of

layers of the K-Encoder.

Given a pre-defined word sequence {w1, ...,wn} and its

corresponding entity sequence {e1, ...,em}, the text en-

coder first fuses the token embedding, segment embed-

ding, and position embedding of each token to obtain the

input embedding.The vocabulary and semantic features

are calculated as following:

{w1, ...,wn}
′ = T-encoder({w1, ...,wn}) . . . (2)

{e1, ...,em}
′ = T-encoder({e1, ...,em}) . . . (3)

The knowledge encoder K-Encoder is composed of

stacked aggregators, fusing heterogeneous features (dif-

ferent length of the segments, various sentence forma-

tions, etc.). In the ith aggregator, the token embedding

and entity embedding input from the previous aggrega-

tors are computed with self-attention method. The entity

sequence is performed the same.

{w̃
(i)
1 , ..., w̃

(i)
n }′ = MH ATT({w̃

(i−1)
1 , ..., w̃

(i−1)
n }′) (4)

Implementation of the mutual integration of token and

entity sequence are performed through the information fu-

sion layer (ith aggregator):

h j = σ(W̃
(i)

t w̃
(i)
j +W̃

(i)
t ẽ

(i)
k + b̃(i)) . . . . . (5)

w̃
( j)
t = σ(W̃

(i)
t h j + b̃

(i)
t ) . . . . . . . . . (6)

ẽ
(i)
k = σ(W̃

(i)
e h j + b̃

(i)
e ) . . . . . . . . . . (7)

h j represents the internal hidden layer state after in-

tegrating token and entity, σ(·) represents the nonlinear

function mapper which uses GELU.

For the token with no corresponding entity, the infor-

mation fusion layer directly calculates the output embed-

ding:

h j = σ(W̃
(i)

t w̃
(i)
j + b̃(i)) . . . . . . . . . (8)

w̃
(i)
j = σ(W̃

(i)
t h j + b̃

(i)
t ) . . . . . . . . . (9)
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Table 3. Impact of different masking levels in pre-training stage

Pre-train

dataset size
Mask strategy

Dev.

accuracy

Test.

accuracy

10% of all
word-level

(Chinese)
77.70% 76.80%

10% of all
word-level&

phrase-level
78.30% 77.30%

10% of all

word-level&

phrase-level&

entity-level
78.70% 77.60%

All

word-level&

phrase-level&

entity-level
79.90% 78.40%

In the pre-training stage, for a given token sequence

and corresponding entity sequence, this model expresses

the aligned entity distribution as:

p(e j|wt) =
exp(linear(wo

i )e j)

∑
m
k=1 exp(linear(wo

i )ek)
. . . . . (10)

The above formula is to calculate the cross-entropy loss

function of the encoder.

4. Analysis and Conclusion

From Table 4, For text detection and recognition

models, under the same text recognition model, the

DB+CRNN model effectively improves the accuracy of

text recognition compared with the CPTN and PGNet

model, thereby improving the performance of the text

classification model. It is not difficult to find that

DB+CRNN network significantly improves the recogni-

tion accuracy of image samples with text rotating, and

has better detection and recognition performance on other

small characters.

For the semantic recognition model, ERNIE with pre-

training and external knowledge significantly improves

the classification accuracy as well as generalization abil-

ity. The applicability of ERNIE to the store scene classifi-

cation task is illustrated and ERNIE through pre-training

and transfer learning has a better performance.

4.1. Dataset Expansion

Due to the small capacity of the DC official dataset,

it is difficult to increase the accuracy rate to more than

70%, even if the method of text recognition enhance-

ment is included, indicating the problem lays in lack of

samples leading to a relatively weak generalization abil-

ity. Based on this feature, expansion of the input dataset

and accession of screened images in the text detection

public dataset for training are presented, which includ-

ing Chinese street view text recognition, Chinese docu-

ment text recognition, ICDAR2019-LSVT, ICDAR2017

-RCTW-17, ICDAR2019-ArT. Making use of Paddle’s

Table 4. Comparison of the precision of validation sets.

Text

Recognition

Model

Text

Classification

Model
Precision

CPTN

CNN 66%

RNN-LSTM 55.79%

RNN-GRU 56.65%

ERNIE 85%

PGNet

CNN 67%

RNN-LSTM 54.39%

RNN-GRU 57.98%

ERNIE

Original

Dataset
95.10%

Cross

Validation
93.20%

DB+CRNN

CNN 80%

RNN-LSTM 58.37%

RNN-GRU 37.34%

ERNIE

Original

Dataset
98.22%

Cross

Validation
96.44%

pre-training framework for fine-tuning greatly improves

the diversity of the dataset resource, leading to more ro-

bust model performance.

4.2. Pre-training and transfering

According to the experiment data, Neither of CNN,

GRU or LSTM can satisfy the accuracy required. Due

to the particularity of store scene text, pre-processing of

the model is limited to single-word classification which

does not have appropriate word segmentation and is lack

of the understanding of the text context. Thus, we choose

ERNIE that is trained with massive data so that its ability

of feature extraction suits such text task.

4.3. Error sample analysis

When analyzing the final classification results, this

multi-stage model still has room for improvement in text

detection and recognition and text classification.

Due to the limitation that the text detection model is

merely available on horizontal and vertical texts, a rea-

sonable explanation is that introduction of multiple tem-

plate datasets for matching, including different swashes

and handwritten fonts, is of great essence. However,

for some misleading picture text information, the current

model cannot ‘intelligently’ judge its correct classifica-

tion. (See form Fig.6)

Additionally, subsequent optimization of the model

should include more image information, such as food,

beverages, etc., then fuse the multi-modality features.

However, this method might suffer from complexity of

training and also raise the difficulty to extract the truly

important features.
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Fig. 4. The structure of ERNIE: The information fusion layer has two kinds of input: Token embedding, and the concatenation

of token embedding and entity embedding. New token embedding and entity embedding of the next layer are the output after

information fusion.

[17]

Fig. 5. Swash recognition example (Correct text: ”Hanshu”

detection text: None) .

Fig. 6. Misleading text example (Correct classification:

Restaurant; detection text: Service) .

4.4. Conclusion

In this paper, a multi-stage model based on a neural

network is proposed, which extracts scene context as the

main feature. Classification tasks are divided into three

sub-modules: text detection, text recognition, and seman-

tic recognition. It has been proved by a large number

of experiments that DBNet + CRNN + Ernie architec-

ture performs best compared with previous networks, with

an accuracy of more than 90%. It is noteworthy that the

model is robust enough to avoid noise interference which

is sufficient for scene identifications.
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